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USMLEAGLE PREP
USMLEagle Prep offers both online, instructor-led courses and in-person courses. Our faculty includes MD’s that have taken the USMLE Step 1, 2CK, and 3 who are committed to offering the highest quality education with a unique individualized touch to ensure the success of each student.





CONTACT US
(407) 476-6659
steps@usmleagle.com
5750 Major Blvd, Suite 530

Orlando, FL 32819
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Michelle Currie02:14 16 Jun 23

This is a great course to prepare you for Step 1 and teach you test taking strategies. Every tutor and Dr. N cares about your progress. The personalized study plans are so helpful too. Can't recommend this course enough.
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Emilio Suarez23:07 14 Jun 23

They do a great job at helping their students figure out where their weaknesses are for the STEP. It is a very tiresome bit of studying, but the schedule they make for you pays out in the end! Super glad I took the course.
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Reyad Williams17:21 28 Mar 23

USMLEagle helped me to identify the shortcomings and blind spots in my test taking skills and provided me with the tools I needed to succeed. After taking their course, my Step 2 practice test scores increased by 30 points, which directly translated to similar success on the real exam. I'm starting residency soon in no small part due to the guidance I received from Dr Nguyen and USMLEagle.
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USMLEagle helped pick me up when I was at a low spot in my life. It seemed at the time I could never get this test behind me but with their tremendous dedication and personalized approach, they pushed me to become the most diligent student I could be. Because of Dr N and all of the tutors I worked with, I not only conquered this test, but also became the best version of myself. I will continue using all their help and methods in the future!!! I have the utmost respect and gratitude for everyone who helped me get to where I am today
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Everyone at USMLEagle is amazing! They helped me regain my confidence after failing Step 1 twice. I passed it on my third attempt and also passed Step 2 on my first attempt with their help. Dr. N is wonderful and so are the tutors. Everyone is encouraging and truly wants you to succeed. I will be coming back to them when it’s time for Step 3. I highly recommend!
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Dr. N and the entire Eagle team made my step prep experience an exceptional one. The program is well structured with daily schedules, which made it easy when needing to efficiently navigate the numerous study topics, especially with the online platform. Students are exposed to a comprehensive review of material that will undoubtedly support test day success in terms of both focused test content and test taking strategies/approach to questions. Dr. N and the team go above and beyond to facilitate the learning process, demonstrating generosity and understanding in recognizing each student as an individual. The tutors do a great job at fostering an interactive, organic learning environment and are understanding/accommodating when scheduling conflicts arise. If you put the work in, stay disciplined, and trust the process, you will surely benefit from this program.
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I’m someone who never scored above average during medical school, passed Step 1 and Step 2 CK below more than one standard deviation below. Had taken step 3 three times before participating in this program. IF YOU LISTEN, YOU WILL NOT BE WASTING YOUR TIME AND WILL PASS. Great choice of a program 🙂
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I highly recommend the USMLE Eagle program. It helped me increase my Step 2 CK score from my initial NBME exam score by 29 points in 3 weeks and pass the exam. Dr. Nguyen and her team of tutors are awesome. I wish I had started the program earlier.
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This program is amazing!  I came to USMLE Eagle on my last attempt at the USMLE Step 2 CK.  My previous setbacks had left me demoralized and unconfident in my skills.  However, after attending this program I felt like an incredible weight had been lifted off my shoulders.  USMLE Eagle's dedicated training dispelled my confusion and gave me solid tools for success.  When I passed the USMLE CK today I was finally able to hold my head up high again for the first time in years.P.s. It would be wise to attend this program sooner rather than later.  It was also a lot of fun too!
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Just got my score back today and was surprised on how well I did. I am an IMG and had been studying for a few months. I had friend recommend the program so I decided to speak to Dr. N. She was super supportive and very knowledgeable. Each tutor I met with individualized a study plan in order for me to address my weaknesses. Couldn't be more happy with my results and anything is possible with the right people by your side! Thank you USMLEagle Prep! I will be back for Step 2!
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The program really gave me what I needed to become a good test taker. I would recommend this program to people that are ready to take the exam in a month or less. I liked the pace and the packed schedule of workshops. While I felt like I was on the express train to take my Step 2CK, this program is also good for people that want to take their time. Repetition is key, and this program will definitely help you with that. Dr. N’s approach is a small class approach with a personal touch that caters to individual needs. I wish I started this program in the beginning of my Step 2CK journey because those drills and repetition definitely will help for success as well as the real feel of test proctoring.
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I came here for step 1 after struggling to improve on my practice exams and with a lot of anxiety about taking the test. I enjoyed the one on one instruction from tutors and guidance from Dr. N. She helped me identify weaknesses in test taking strategy and pushed me to find the confidence I needed. The environment and students were so supportive and set you up for success.  I learned more than I ever did from my school's didactics a made many meaningful connections with many people in the program. Thank you so much to the team at USMLEagle for helping me achieve the score I needed and for teaching me skills to succeed on future board exams!!
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Everyone is super friendly and knowledgeable!! overall this experience was really fun, and I definitely came out feeling more confident about taking standardized tests. The tutors are great at really assessing and helping you develop great test-taking strategies, and Dr. Nguyen is a great teacher!! Will definitely be back for STEP 3!!
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USMLEagle was a great resource for Step 1.  Professional, courteous, and a very personalized experience.  Absolutely plan on using them again for Step 2.
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I was struggling with confident and timing mainly. I also had some knowledge gaps as well. The team at USMLEagle really made me feel like I was a priority to them. They met with me on Saturday’s for hours at a time and late at night to fit my schedule. They instilled in me a new method to go about the question sets that gave me more than enough time and allowed to be sustain for the full eight hour test. Dr. N built my confidence by allowing me to understand major concepts that helped me to get a lot of questions right. I was borderline failing step 2. After this course my score reflected exactly what Dr. N projected I would get after my initial assessment with her. I am very thankful for the program and would highly recommend it to anyone.
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I passed step 2 ck, I just wanted to thank Dr Nguyen and her team for doing such a great work with me. The teaching method is the best. Everyone in the program is amazing. I was able to increase my score by 23 points in 5weeks. I went to the exam feeling confident. I had a great experience. I would highly recommend this program to everyone.
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Before taking this course I was at a loss I was lost with what to study and just how to approach step 2 CK. Through this course I learned what to study and how to approach every question that you will encounter. The tutors are absolutely the best and this course helped me to focus on what I was weak in so that I could pass my exam. I loved the drills they really focused on the high yield topics! Love this course and 10/10 recommend! Thank you USMLEagle
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Being in the USMLEagle Prep was the best decision I could take. Everyone in the program try to the best so you can complete your goals. I had studied for the Step 1 for a lot of period of time without any result. The environment and the method of teaching is the best. I strongly recommended to anyone that want to get a good result in the USMLE examination. I am going to continue in the program for Step 2 because I think that is the best program in the market all the people really motivate you to accomplish your goals. Thank you very much for the preparation the program is excellent.
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Im an IMG and if you are too we all share the same step 1 struggle! After a year of pulling my hairs out spending 12 hours a day studying in the library.  I finally decided to go get professional help. My final push to get over this exam. Eagle Prep was able to provide the resources and strategy I was missing.  From Pham drills to one on one tutoring, the weekly 8 hour sims, and the most important part meeting other students in your shoes reminding you that your not alone with this monster of an exam. Eagle prep through me a rope to pull me out of the dark hole that I had fallen into. I recommend this  program to all my friends as well as anyone who needs there final push to get over the steps. I will definitely  be back for Step 2 CK as well as Step 3. Thank you again Eagle Prep see you guys in a few months for Step 2!!!
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Being amongst peers who have also faced hurdles in medical school exams really encouraged me. With the combination of tutoring, lectures, drills and practice exams I filled knowledge gaps, gained test day stamina and learned to apply new techniques when approaching questions. I succeeded in completing my CK exam with a score I am proud of! I would recommend USMLEagle to any student who needs extra help prepping.
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Great program to help those with test-taking anxiety who want to pinpoint methods to improve board scores.
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I came here after failing Step 2 CK the first time around. Great tutors! Great sense of comradery! I really enjoyed the small class sizes as compared to other programs out there. I was able to get more of a personalized approach and more 1-on-1 time with tutors.
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The Eagle program showed me a different approach to studying that really works better for me. I was able to improve so much in just one week and built up my confidence on answering USMLE style questions.
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I am now a graduate of AUA, when I showed up at USMLEagle, I had no idea of what I needed to be successful. I can honestly say that I was given the tools, support and correct environment through all my steps. It is truly a team environment that provides a realistic approach to preparation for steps. My score jumped 22 points from step 1 to step 2. If you are looking for a place where you are more than a number this is the place to be.
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I believe USMLEagle was a big help in helping me pass the USMLE Step 1 boards exam. I am skeptical about prep courses as I have attended one for the MCAT and found out that I did better after self studying for it. However, when I got to studying for USMLE Step 1, I got stuck with how to study for it. USMLEagle gave me an organized approach and consistent coaching/tutoring that helped me answer the questions and actually learn better what I didn't know, giving me the knowledge to attack my weak spots and have better memory in those areas. The location was also a help, taking me away from any distraction and solely focus on the studies set before me. Their staff is very friendly and are all willing to help you through difficult subjects. I recommend anyone who gets "stuck" in their studying for a medical board exam to give USMLEagle a try. Their analysis of your testing capabilities and struggles and the consistent tutoring was a big help to me achieving a passing score for Step 1.
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I am so grateful for Dr. Nguyen and everyone at USMLEagle prep! After failing Step 1 the first time on my own, I knew I would need help as I prepared to take Step 2 CK. At USMLEagle prep I discovered a rigorous program that taught me invaluable test taking strategies. The specialized guidance provided by Dr. Nguyen, one on one tutoring, and incredibly motivating and encouraging atmosphere are just a few of the highlights of the program. That preparation helped me to be able to achieve a Step 2 score more than 40 points above my Step 1! I couldn’t have asked for a more rewarding experience and feel blessed to have been a part of the program! If you have ever had trouble with standardized exams in the past, like I had, or want to learn tools that will be helpful in the future, you too should take advantage of the amazing resource found in USMLEagle prep!
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Excellent diagnostic testing and coaching for USMLE exams. Would highly recommend if you have struggled with standardized testing or require a group/interactive learning environment.
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usmle eagle gave me the confidence to take this exam. I did not have a lot of time to study and was very unsure of myself. I found their advice on how to tackle the exam their customized advice on what resources to use based on my practice exam and their drills were very good. the program allowed me to take Skype sessions since i could not come on site for most of the weeks. I will recommend this program to everyone.
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Staff is friendly and helpful. Tutors drill and have one on one sessions with students. The techniques they taught gave me the ability to score higher. My score increased by 36 points from my first diagnostic to the actual Step 2 CK exam. Would recommend to anyone wanting to raise their score and pass the USMLE exams.
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USMLEagle prep is an outstanding prep course with great focused and personalized training for USMLE Step 1, 2CK and 3. Before coming here I tried several other prep courses and non of them seemed to have helped me as much as this prep course. I found the drills in the morning extremely helpful along with the one-on-one tutoring. Not only did I gain more knowledge but I was also able to acquire outstanding test taking strategies and gain confidence for future tests.After spending a few weeks, this course proved to be very helpful for me as I improved my Step 2CK scores by more than 20 points and felt well prepared for the exam. I had such a great experience with Step 2CK I decided to come back and study here for step 3. The staff here have been very helpful and encouraging!! Of course you still have to put in the hard work but this course helps you get on the right track.I am very grateful to this program and I encourage anyone that is looking to improve their scores to take a good look at USMLEagle prep, currently starting residency and I owe a lot to USMLEagle prep for getting me in the best position to succeed.
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Great prep course for USMLE.. Was a former student and tutor there.  Great environment for studying and preparation for exams.  I highly recommend USMLEagle prep to anyone who is looking for a good structured review course.
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Before I enrolled into USMLEagle prep, I attempted to study for step2 at home with Uworld and practice NBMEs to very little success. I passed ck straight away after following the advice of Dr Nguyen and tutors.  This is a very solid program that gets results, and I am so thankful for their help!
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USMLEagle was definitely the best choice I made for my board preparations. They helped me overcome the issues I had with Step1 through personalized tutoring and concept understanding. Class sizes are small so you can get the extra help you need in lectures, and they dedicate themselves to making sure each student understands the high yield material. Question based tutoring helps your test taking techniques and timing for the exam.  Drills solidify knowledge and rapid recall. The strong foundation I got at Eagle not only helped me pass Step 1 but also Step 2 and 3 with higher scores than I had anticipated. I am now going into residency, but I will always be grateful to USMLEagle!!!
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Amazing prep course!!! Great study environment, tutors are incredibly helpful, will help you with any questions you may have and guide you on what is exactly needed! You never feel lost, and there is constant review of material! I took the course for step 2 and 3, and highly advise everyone to take it! Will boost your knowledge!!!
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This program changed my life. The way Dr Nguyen and the tutors teach concepts and drill information is outstanding. They provide the tools to excel at the USMLEs.  I even utilized the material from USMLEagle during my rotations in medical school and to prepare for my Family Medicine boards during residency. Thank you Dr Nguyen and staff!
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I had the best experience with USMLE Eagle! I was able to increase my Step 2 score by 40 points within a couple months time! Dr Nguyen and her team are amazing! I recommend this course to anyone who wants a great USMLE score.
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Very kind and helpful staff. Great tutors. Wasn't passing and my score went up about 24 points in 4-5 weeks. 3 other friends of mine had similar experiences. Definitely recommend.
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I'm so glad I found USMLEagle! Individual tutoring sessions and meetings make this course so much more personal than other review courses. I loved not having to stress over making my own schedule and what materials to use. They made it easy to just focus on my work and pass my exam. Everyone has been encouraging and helpful from the first day.
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I came to USMLEagle initially for my comp exam and then stayed for step 1 and am abt to take my step 2 through the program and will study for my step 3 exam here as well! Basically I love this program! Is it perfect? Definitely not, but as someone who struggled a lot with the material of step 1 esp after graduating from medical school eagle taught me how to approach questions better and how to excel in the material in the way needed for these exams. Between drills, tutoring and lecture you hit the material in different forms and learn to tackle the most high yield information. It isn’t a miracle worker! You have to put in the effort and be willing to change and do things the way Dr. Nguyen, tells you too as well as the tutors. If you don’t do what they tell of you, don’t expect to see a difference, you have to be willing to listen. I believe in her method of questions and practicing NBME’s like it’s the real exam. It helps you mentally be in control of everything around you because on that day that’s all you have control over. I learned what to eat and how to get myself in the zone on test day. Every little piece they teach you here helps. After passing my step 1 exam with Eagle I became a tutor and now help others learn from my mistakes and teach the information just as I was taught here! I would def recommend this program to ppl who need help studying for their exam or if they feel like their score has plateaued. If you have timing issues, Eagle can help, if your knowledge is weak, Eagle can help, if you just need a quick refresher and solid drills and tutoring leading up to your exam Eagle can help!
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This program is amazing. I have been to several other review programs and have attempted Step 1 multiple times prior to coming to Eagle. I am now in rotations and will be heading back to Eagle for step 2 prep. Couldn’t have done it without them! I would definitely recommend this program !!!
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USMLEagle really worked for me! I raised my official step 2 score by 20 points to pass with a very competitive score.  A certain online video review course  had not worked for me, so I really benefited from this on-site review course with one-on-one tutoring.  If you are like me and value feedback on your method, I believe you will find this program to be very helpful and effective.  Please be wary of negative and impassioned reviews by students who I believe did not take full advantage of the learning environment.  A program like USMLEagle can help you improve your strategy and Step score while offering a good environment for study, but you must be present and engaged to benefit from it.  The more you help yourself, the more they can help you. I highly recommend this program, and I can attest to the success of the program, as can many others who struggled with boards and are now in residencies.  It worked for me, so I know it can work for you.
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USMLE eagle prep is the reason why i made it. Theirs no other way to put it. Im a horrible test taker, i spent a year on my own studying for step 1 and finally realized that i needed professional help. EAGLE prep got me through Steps 1-3 and i could not have made a better decision in joining there program. To anyone on the fence about joining the program i recommend it, to my friends, my family. This is the best decision you could make if you want to get through. Like anything in life you get what you put in. If you join the program you give it your best, do your part, join the drills, tutoring, lectures, etc. You will make it! Just keep your head up and always take Dr.N’s advice she is a boss at what she does. Thank you Dr.N for getting me to residency with out you i wouldn’t be here today. Thank you USMLE eagle prep!
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USMLEagle really worked for me! I raised my official step 2 score by 20 points to pass with a very competitive score.  A certain online video review course  had not worked for me, so I really benefited from this on-site review course with one-on-one tutoring.  If you are like me and value feedback on your method, I believe you will find this program to be very helpful and effective.  Please be wary of negative and impassioned reviews by students who I believe did not take full advantage of the learning environment.  A program like USMLEagle can help you improve your strategy and Step score while offering a good environment for study, but you must be present and engaged to benefit from it.  The more you help yourself, the more they can help you. I highly recommend this program, and I can attest to the success of the program, as can many others who struggled with boards and are now in residencies.  It worked for me, so I know it can work for you.

Lectures
I remember the first day of class, I sat there thinking, “Why wasn’t medical school like this?”  The lectures cover high-yield information for boards; what I expected from a boards review course.  What impressed me was how complete it was, more so than DIT.  You can’t get away with knowing one or two things about a disease for boards, but you don’t have to know all the nauseating details.  The lectures strike this balance and break down what you need to focus on.  There’s opportunity for questions and clarifications during lecture, which is what I missed in my previous online courses.  The information got updated as we went through the notes.  The boards are changing all the time, Uworld reflects this, and even First Aid has errors.  So it is to be expected that a few updates will be made here and there, but that gets worked out as much as possible through lecture, drills, tutoring, and of course your own studies.  In my experience, everything I needed was in the notes provided by the program.  I also used my Step Up to Step 2 because I had so many noted in it.  Be careful not to use too many resources, as you’ll be spread too thin and not cover the high-yield information enough times.  After attending all the lectures in the three-week cycle, I only attended the lectures on topics I found helpful to review again.

Tutoring
This is where I finally learned how to successfully attack step 2.  There is a strategy to answering board-style questions.  Some students come by this naturally, and are out killin’ it on the boards.  I didn’t have that skill before I came to USMLEagle.  Through working with the tutors it became clear what my weaknesses were and we could work specifically to develop new strategies and habits.  The tutors assessed the way I approached questions and helped me change my bad habits.  Every student in the program has something different that’s holding them back on boards, but the tutors can help them address it and fix it.  The tutors ware all really nice and made learning fun.  They’re around the learning center all day and are happy to take a moment to answer student questions is they happen by your study group.  Each tutor has their strengths, so I was periodically assigned different tutors based on my needs, to maximize my benefit.  No other review course has this level of personalized coaching.  The catch is, you have to be willing to take advice and make changes to the way you do things. 

Drills
This is a hugely beneficial feature of the USMLEagle program.  It’s not enough to memorize information, you have to be able to recall and use it critically under pressure.  Drills provide this!  The more you engage your amygdala when learning, the better you’ll remember.  When I missed something in drills I remembered it way better.  Also, drills are fun!  Everyone is learning together and helping each other out.  No one gets shamed for not knowing or forgetting something.  I found everyone to be very supportive, sharing helpful memory crutches and tips.

Personal study
As with any education, you’ll get out of the USMLEagle program what you put into it.  You will need to purchase a question bank (I preferred USMLE World), and weekly NBME review exams.  You must study and review on your own outside of the activities listed above.  A program like USMLEagle can help you improve your strategy and score, and offers a good environment for studying, but you must be present and engaged to benefit from it.  The more you help yourself, the more they can help you.

I highly recommend this program.  I have shared my experience as a student working on step 2, but I wish I had also come for step 1.  Also, I would encourage you to call the program, inform yourself from the source.  Ask to speak to a tutor, for example; that’s a person you will be working with in your studies. They’ll be able to give you a good picture of what the program has to offer.  If you live within a few hours of Orlando, stop by and take a tour, meet some faculty and students.  Again, I can attest to the success of the program, as can many others who struggled with boards and are now in residencies.  It worked for me, so I know it can work for you.
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